Game-changing Wellness

We believe that well-being has many dimensions,
and exercise should too. We believe in creating
engaging experiences that motivate, bring people
together, and promote a healthy lifestyle from
body to mind.

This is Why We Ride

A Major Breakthrough in Senior Wellness
The View is Spectacular
The 26.5 inch HD touchscreen is the largest available,
connecting your riders to their workouts like never before.

Handlebars that Turn. . .Heads
State-of-the-art handlebars turn left and right driving the
workout experience and making every ride unique.

Viva la Resistance
The cutting edge magnetic resistance drive simulates hills with
incredible accuracy. Nothing is closer to riding outside.

Give a Medal to These Pedals
Counterbalanced pedals make it easy to get feet in. Non
slip ridges and heel cups keep feet from slipping out.
(Optional strap adds extra support)

Safety First
The walkthrough design and safety bars make
sitting and standing a breeze.

Best Seat in the House
The seat back cutout eliminates pressure on the
spine and the oversized adjustment bar is easy
to access for maximum stability and comfort.

Designed to Fit You. . .and Stand Out
The CyberCycle experience comes in two beautiful models,
Recumbent and Upright, fit for any floor space.

We Ride for Our Body

Physical Wellness
Forget what you know about exercise. Your CyberCycle riders
will immerse themselves in 300+ miles of stunning interactive
roads. From snowy mountains, seasides, and Mayan ruins to
outer space, riding the CyberCycle is an experience unlike
anything else.

The Ride

The Pacer

Get ready to steer around

The Pacer is the perfect

corners, shift gears and feel

workout buddy. Riders can

the hills. Riding a CyberCycle

control his speed to set the

is just like riding outside…

pace that works for them and

minus the helmet and traffic.

never ride alone.

The Ghost
Riders can race their personal
best times, their friends, or other
riders from around the world.
Challenging a Ghost is a strong
self-motivating feature that drives
improvement.

Emotional Wellness

We Ride for Fun

Never underestimate the power of fun! With the games
on your CyberCycle, riders will go off-road and discover
breathtaking worlds filled with treasures and dragons for a
truly unforgettable experience.
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Achieve

Think working out can’t
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be fun? Think again. These
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games are so immersive and
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on the live leaderboards.

Strategize
Game levels are designed like
puzzles. With so many ways
to ride, it’s no wonder riders
will continually develop new
strategies and tactics as they
play, keeping the mind on its
toes.
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Cognitive Wellness

We Ride for Our Mind

CyberCycling has been shown by the American Journal of
Preventive Medicine to delay the onset of Alzheimer’s and
dementia much better than traditional exercise. It keeps your
riders feeling sharp, young and independent.

Key Findings

Key Evidence
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Social Wellness
The CyberCycle is not just a bike, it’s a constantly developing
wellness program centered around community.

Leaderboards
Riders can compete with
others across the globe in the
CyberCycle League. Monthly
standings are automatically
available Online for Teams
and individuals alike.

Group Rides
Riders can race their friends
and best frenemies live, side
by side. CyberCycle supports
teams up to 32 riders.

Turnkey Challenges
Throughout the year, riders
and teams can participate
in special curated events
from stage races, distance
competitions, to knockout
tournaments.

We Ride for Our Team

We Ride for Our Goals

Wellness Journey
CyberCycle delivers a truly personalized workout experience
before, during, and after the ride. From customization tools to
advanced analytics, your CyberCycle is with you every step of
the way.
Rider Data

Team Metrics

Your CyberCycle keeps track

Metrics

of your riders’ workouts and

CyberCycle gives you access

helps them stay on top of

to all your data so you can

their goals. Riders can access

see trends in participation

their profile online anytime

and grow the health and

from any device.

wellness of your community
as a whole.

Customize
Want total control? You got
it. Your CyberCycle interface
is fully customizable so you
can showcase your brand,
deliver your message, and
truly make it your own.

matter.

Your

Come Ride With Us

cybercycle.bike

